Crib sheet pattern

Fleece crib sheet pattern. Free printable crib sheet pattern. Oval crib sheet pattern. Crib sheet pattern instructions. Mini crib sheet pattern. Crib sheet pattern free. Crib fitted sheet pattern. Crib sheet pattern simplicity.
Learn how to make a crib sheet for your little one’s nursery with this easy DIY tutorial! This crib sheet makes a great afternoon DIY nursery decor project or a fun baby shower gift… The countdown to baby #3 is on! If you’ve been following my blog for a while (or even just the last several posts), you already know I’ve been in a super crafty mood
lately as I’m nesting and getting ready for this one’s arrival. I finally have my hospital bag packed, the car seat installed, and the baby crib cleaned out and situated. With us being Team Green this time around, I wanted to pack away the strictly boy themed crib sheets we have leftover from Jax and opt for more neutral crib bedding. And I thought,
why not pick out some fabric I like and make my own?! BTW, Team Green refers to parents who do not want to find out the sex of their baby until the delivery! This tutorial is super easy, any beginner seamstress can make these crib sheets. It took me a few tries to narrow down the right measurements and make it as easy as possible to follow along,
but I’m consistently making gorgeous custom crib sheets now and am so excited to share this tutorial with you! *This post contains affiliate links, however, all opinions are my own, as always.* How To Make A Crib Sheet Here’s the very first fitted crib sheet I made – I love the fabric. It is the perfect unisex print, don’t you think? Materials Needed T
Make A DIY Crib Sheet To make your own crib sheet, here are a few materials you’ll need… You might be looking at the 71″ of elastic and thinking that’s such an odd number to throw out there… and you’d be right! But as I mentioned in the beginning of this tutorial, I have fine-tuned these directions and materials to wield the perfect crib sheet. You’ll
really only need 70″ of elastic to weave through the fabric to make the crib sheet fitted, but the extra 1″ is so we can sew the ends of the elastic together without taking away extra length from what’s needed in the sheet. Cutting and sewing the Corners First, you’ll need to cut the corners of your crib sheet. I like to simplify this process by folding the
two yards of fabric in half hotdog style, and then in half hamburger style. This gives you the corners that need to be cut on the edge so you can cut all corners at the same time. Measure 8″x8″ from the corner and cut out a square. Now that these corners are cut, we are going to sew the edges of each corner together. Pin the fabric together using 3 or
4 pins and sew the edges of each corner with the right sides together using a zigzag stitch and a 1/4″ seam allowance. Related: DIY Hanging Unisex Nursery Closet Dividers Here is what the corners look like, right sides still together, after sewing with a zigzag stitch and 1/4″ seam allowance… And this is what the corners should look like when they’re
turned out… Serge ends or Perform Overlock Stitch I don’t currently own a serger, although I think 2020 is the year I’ll invest in one. Perhaps after we move and I get a better sense of what space we’ll have in our new house this year! If you have a serger, serge the ends to prevent fraying. If you don’t, no worries, just perform an overlock stitch on
the along the edges of your crib sheet! Your overlock stitch can either go just barely over the edge of the fabric to lock in the frayed ends or close to the edge without going over (which is what I’ve done below). I have a Brother CS-6000i sewing machine and used stitch #15 with a J foot so I didn’t have to change out anything. After performing an
overlock stitch on your fabric ends, trim any remaining fray with scissors, being careful not to trim the stitching. Sew A Pocket for elastic Next, you will need to fold over the fabric about 2 inches and sew with a zigzag stitch with a 5/8″ seam allowance all the way around. This will be where the elastic lives in your crib sheet so it conforms to the shape
of the mattress. Leave yourself a 1-2″ hole, though, for the elastic. Thread Elastic through the pocket Now it’s time for the elastic! Measure and cut a strand that is 71″ long. Attach a large safety pin to your braided elastic, and thread the elastic through the open hole you left in the last step, and through the entire crib sheet. Overlap the elastic ends
by 1″, and sew ends together using a zigzag stitch… You May Also Like: Scheduled C-Section Hospital Bag Checklist Sew the elastic pocket hole closed with a zigzag stitch and cut any remaining thread. Now try the crib sheet on your little one’s mattress! And WA-LA! You’re done! This crib sheet tutorial is not only great for expecting moms, but can
also be a great way for you to make a personalized baby shower gift, or possibly recycle some leftover fabric you have. And that’s it for this tutorial! I hope you found this DIY easy to follow – be sure to tag me on Instagram (@slayathomemother) if you use this tutorial so I can see your creation. *Post originally published November 2019, updated
October 2020. Nursery bedding has come a long way. Now more than ever, parents have options beyond the plain white, pink, blue and polka dot crib sheets that previously dominated the market. But sometimes those adorable trendy printed sheets can be out of your budget or you simply cannot find the perfect Star Wars-themed bedding for your
mini Jedi. The good news is that even if you’re a beginner behind the sewing machine, you’ll find it’s a snap to DIY crib sheets as unique as your nursery style. Learn how to make crib sheets below! Materials: two yards of fabric (minimum 44″ width), 80″ length of 1/4″ elastic, cardstock (or poster board), two small safety pins, sewing machine, thread,
scissors, iron Please note that the following tutorial fits standard U.S. crib mattresses 27-28″ wide, 51-52″ long, and 3-6″ deep and should not be used on any other size mattress. Begin with a fabric rectangle that measures 68″ x 45″. If your fabric comes 44″ wide, that’s okay too—just be sure to keep the salvage edges intact for maximum width. Cut an
8″ square template out of cardstock or poster board. Align the template with one corner of your fabric, trace and cut out the corner. Repeat on the remaining three corners until your fabric looks like this. Run a zigzag stitch around all the raw edges of your fabric to prevent fraying. (I used bright pink thread for easy visibility, but you’ll want to use
thread that coordinates with your fabric.) If you are worried your fabric may shrink significantly when washed, you can wash your fabric before moving onto the next step. Align the edges of your cut corners, right sides of the fabric together. Pin and sew the corner with a 5/8″ seam allowance. Do this on all four corners. Don’t forget to back-stitch the
beginning and the end of your seam for strength. Next, you’ll need to create a small casing along the edge for the elastic. Use a hot iron to crease a 5/8″ flap around the entire edge of the fabric (wrong sides together). One easy way to quickly iron a consistent crease is to draw a line 5/8″ up from the long edge of a piece of cardstock. Then fold the
fabric against the edge of the cardstock template up to the line, and press with your iron. After creasing the entire edge, at the center of one long side, mark a starting point (one pin) and stopping point (two pins) that are 2″ apart. Because you ironed the casing flap, you won’t have to pin around the entire sheet—it should fold over nicely on its own as
you sew. Starting where you marked the fabric with one pin, sew all the way around the sheet (wrong sides together) with a 1/2″ seam allowance. Stop at your two pins mark, leaving a small opening in the casing. Cut an 80″ length of 1/4″ elastic. Pin one end to the sheet (so it doesn’t pull through) and attach another safety pin to the free end. Insert
the free end of your elastic into the casing and thread it all the way through to the other side of your opening. Overlap your elastic ends about 2″. Sew them together a couple times with a tight zigzag stitch. Pull the elastic back into the casing and sew the opening shut. All done! Your new crib sheet should fit snugly, with the gathered elastic edges
tucked neatly underneath the mattress. Never place an infant in a crib with loose bedding. The best part about this project, other than its simplicity, is that the possibilities for customization are literally endless! And now that you know how to make a crib sheet, you also know how to whip up a custom toddler bed sheet—it’s the same size mattress.
Happy sewing! DIY crib sheets are so quick and easy to make! Even if you’re a beginner, this fun sewing project is surely not beyond your skills. So, how to make a crib sheet? For instance, how much elastic for a fitted crib sheet? What is the best fabric for crib sheets? How many sets of crib sheets do you need? What is the size of a crib sheet? You’re
going to find all the answers in this free sewing tutorial.This is a super easy DIY project, perfect for beginners. The funny thing is that the most time-consuming part of this sewing project is feeding the elastic through the casing. Make your baby crib sheet in a beautiful fabric to complete the nursery of your dreams – there are so many prints and
patterns to choose from! DIY crib sheets also make a great baby shower gift.Or maybe you can turn some old sheets into crib sheets to save money.Either way, why settle for the crib sheets they have in stores when you can have something better?This tutorial will show how easy it is to make your own.How much fabric do you need for a crib sheet?
Standard size for a crib mattress is 51 5/8 inches long by 27 1/4 inches wide by 5 1/2 inches thick. In addition, the mattress should not be thicker than 6 inches.So, 2 yards of 44” wide fabric will be just enough to make one that fits the standard size crib mattress.What is the best fabric for DIY crib sheets?Cotton bed sheets are the most common
choice for a baby crib sheet. That’s because cotton is an all-natural breathable fabric, hypoallergenic and durable, which keeps your little one cool during the summer and warm in the winter.Polyester blends with cotton are also an option. Although not as breathable as 100% cotton fabric, these sheets tend to cost less, are soft and warm, and don’t
wrinkle as much – therefore perfect for the cold season, but not great during the summer.Flannel crib sheets are the best choice for the winter if you want to keep your baby warm and comfy.How many sets of crib sheets do you need?Certainly, they are a necessity and it’s always handy to have a good few of them, as things tend to get messy pretty
quick with babies.In theory, baby sheets should be changed 1-2 times per week, including the mattress pad. In practice, crib sheets get soiled almost every day, as most babies throw up small amounts of milk from time to time, or after a messy diaper.So, how many sets of sheets does a new parent need? The answer is at least two crib sheets. But, to
be safe, you should have three to four pieces of crib sheets, so that you can be able to change the bedding whenever needed.Looking for some other fun stuff to sew for kids?Here are some ideas for you:How much elastic for a fitted crib sheet?We aim to make a crib sheet tight enough that it doesn’t pose a safety concern and at the same time, it’s still
easy to get on and off the mattress.First, make sure to only use elastic that recovers to its original length after stretching. A good elastic length for baby crib sheets can be anywhere from 60” to 70” of 1/4″ wide elastic, but that usually depends on how snug you want the sheet to fit on your mattress and, of course, the elasticity of your elastic.Keep in
mind there is no single right answer on how long to cut the elastic. Some elastics stretch more than others, so make sure to adjust your elastic length accordingly.How to make a crib sheetI love flannel sheets, they are so soft and cozy – perfect for keeping the little ones warm on chilly winter nights. And we do have some rough winters here, I can tell
you.Here’s how I made my fitted crib sheet. The directions are super easy to follow, as you’ll see for yourself.These dimensions fit standard U.S. crib mattresses – 27-28″ wide, 51-52″ long, and 3-6″ deep.Note: It’s important to pre-shrink the fabric by washing and drying before you start sewing! Sewing suppliesStep 1Cut your fabric so that you get a
piece measuring 68” long x 44” wide. For a standard crib mattress, your fabric piece should measure 44” x 68”.Step 2Cut 8 inch squares out of all four corners.As a result, your piece of fabric should now look like this:Step 3Pin the edges of your cut corners, right sides together. Sew with a 5/8″ seam allowance to create corner seams. Use a backstitch
at the beginning and end of each seam. Repeat for all other corners.Finish the edges of each of the four corners with a serger or a zig-zag stitch.Step 4Hem the edge of the sheet. You can use a serger, a zig-zag stitch, or you can fold the edge under 1/4″ and press with an iron.As you can see, I serged all the way around. That’s by far the easiest and
fastest method to finish the 224″ long edge of the crib sheet.Step 5Make a small casing for the elastic. Then, fold the edge under 1/2 inch and sew it with a straight stitch. Leave a 1” opening, so you can insert the elastic.Step 6Cut your elastic 60-70” long and attach safety pins to both ends. Feed the elastic through the entire casing.Next, overlap your
elastic ends and sew them together.Finally, sew the small opening shut.And that’s all! Let’s keep in touch! You can find me on Facebook, Instagram, and Pinterest.
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